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Abstract 

In this work, Dirichlet problem (Problem D) is considered for the 
regular solutions ( )yxu ,  of the elliptic differential equation of the 

second order ( ) 0=uE  with analytic coefficients in a flat domain T, 

bounded by an algebraic curve of genus .0=ρ  

1. Introduction 

In this work, the consideration in [1] is formally retained, but the 
effectiveness of the method is conditional. 

Consider the second order equation of the elliptic type as follows: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,0,,,, =+
∂
∂+

∂
∂+Δ= yxuyxcy

uyxbx
uyxauuE  (1) 
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where a, b and c are real analytic coefficients in a simply connected domain 
T. Analytic continuation of the coefficients into complex variables xz =  

,iy+  iyx −=ζ  yields: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .0,,,,
2

=ζζ+
ζ∂

∂ζ+
∂
∂ζ+

ζ∂∂
∂= zUzCUzBz

UzAz
UUF  (2) 

As the domain T is simply connected, the solution of Dirichlet problem 
(problem D) may be determined by following formulas: 

( ) ( ),,Re, zzUyxu =  (3) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ φ−φ=
z

z
dtzzzzHtzzzzzGzzU

0
,,;,,;,, 0000  (4) 

where ( )z0φ  is a holomorphic function in T, chosen to satisfy the condition 

( ) ( ),tftu =+  

or 

( ) ( ) ( ).,Re,Re tfttUzU LtLz
==ζ ∈  

2. Solution Steps 

1°. In the first step in problem solving, a complication arises when 
transforming the domain T onto Riemann surface .zℜ  In this case, the line 

zL  on zℜ  will not be the boundary of one-sheeted simply connected domain 

.zT  The fact that the only oval ( ) 0,: =yxPL  for 0=ρ  is formed by all 

branches of this algebraic function, so that L consists of 1+ρ  smooth arcs 

contacting together ,jL  transformation related group γ of line L into itself (or, 

anyway, the transformation group, which connects the branches of algebraic 
function ).0),( =yxP  In the transition ,iyxz +=  iyx −=ζ  on Riemann 

surface 

02,2: =⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ζ−ζ+ρℜ i

zz
z  
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the images jzL  arcs ,jL  are adjoined and will lie on different sheets ,zℜ  so 

that, zL  is the union of all ( ).1...,,1 +ρ=jL jz  

To determine the boundary of the domain ,zT  it is possible with the help 

of the considerations described in [2]. By replacements ,iyxz +=  x=ζ  

,iy−  the transformation group γ passes to group Γ and the transformation of 

surface zℜ  into itself. Together with the line zL  on the surface zℜ  all lines 

will be lines of symmetry, Γ-congruent to .zL  Each sheet of the arc                 

Γ-congruent lines formed closed contour, projection onto the plane z is line 
L. The interior of any of these contours can take zT  on .zℜ  

Therefore, the boundary of zT  consists of arc ,zL  that lies on one sheet 

,zℜ  and ρ the arcs of other lines of symmetry ,zℜ  Γ-congruent .zL  

Here is a complete analogy with the case of arc polygons on the plane. 
The domain zT  is a half of fundamental domain of the group Γ on .zℜ  Its 

second half ∗
zT  is symmetric with zT  relative to one of its sides. For 

example, relative to arc zL1  with the known law of symmetry ( ) →ζ,z  

( )., zζ  Γ - the congruent forms of domain zzz LTT 1∪∪ ∗  form parquet surface 

coverage .zℜ  

2°. On the basis of Section 1° the second step in solving a problem D, 
consists of constructing Schwarz’s operator ( )ζ,zU  for the domain zT  on 

the surface zℜ  with the boundary condition 

 ( ),Re tfU
zT =∂  (5) 

Since zT  is a symmetrical halves of fundamental domain groups Γ on ,zℜ  the 

construction of ( )ζ,zU  can use the symmetric method in the form, as it is 

described in [5]. Auxiliary function ( )ζΩ ,z  introduced by equalities 

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

∈ζζ−

∈ζζ
=ζΩ

∗,,,,

,,,,
,

z

z

TzzU

TzzU
z  
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extends over the entire surface zℜ  by automorphy relative to transformation 

group Γ: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ...,2,1,,,,, =Γ∈ζζΩ=ζΩ kzzz kkkk  (6) 

and on the basis of boundary condition (5) obtained on the surface zℜ  a 

special case of the Riemann problem-jump problem with boundary condition 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) .,2,, Lttftttt ∈=Ω−Ω −+  (7) 

Its solutions must be holomorphic on zℜ  for all ( ) ,, zTz ∂∉ζ  integrated 

with ( ) ,, zTtt ∈  Γ-automorphic and satisfying the symmetry condition 

( ) ( ).,, zz ζΩ−=ζΩ  

The scheme for solving the jump problem known from the analog of 

Cauchy kernel ( )ηξζ ,;,~ zK  for the surface zℜ  by the formula 

( ) ( )∑
=

ηξζ=ηξζ
N

k
kkzKzK

0
,;,,;,~  

constructed an automorphic Cauchy kernel ( )ηξζ ,;,~ zK  and the solution is 

written in the integral form as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }∫ +τττζ+ττζτ
π

=ζΩ
L

iMdzKzKfiz ,,;,,;,2
1, 0  (8) 

where instead of K it becomes .~K  However, we should take into account that 
for ,0≠ρ  the analog Cauchy’s kernel ( )ηξζ ,;,zK  has simple poles in ρ 

points ( ) ( ) ρ=βα=ζ ...,,1,,, kz kk  surface .zℜ  Obviously, in these points, 

and in all their Γ-integral images, (8) can also have simple poles, and integral 
(8) holomorphic at all these points when and only when its residues at points 
( ) ( )ρρ βαβα ,...,,, 11  become zero, i.e., 

 ( ) ( ) ....,,1,0,, ρ==ζΩβα kzres kk  (9) 
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It is known from [2] that equalities (9) are equivalent to the relationships 

 ( ) ( )∫ ρ==θ
L k kdttttf ,...,,1,0,  (10) 

where the functions ( ) ( ) ( )ζθζθζθ ρ ,...,,,,, 21 zzz  represent the base of the 

Abelian differentials of the first kind of surface .zℜ  Using the conditions 

(10), the solution ( )ζΩ ,z  of the jump problem (7) will satisfy all required 

conditions and the unknown integral of Schwarz ( )ζ,zU  for domain ⊂zT  

zℜ  will be determined by known equality 

( ) ( ) ( ) .,,,, zTzzzU ∈ζζΩ=ζ  

3°. The last step of calculations consists of rotation integral equation: 

( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )( )∫ Ω=φ−φ
z

z
zwzdtzwzzzHtzzwzzzG

0
,,,;,,;, 0000  

in the cases 0=ρ  and 0≠ρ  are identical. Therefore, the process for solving 

problem D in the case 0≠ρ  is complete. Finally, we formulate a theorem 

stressed only for characteristic properties of this case noted in the points 1° 
and 2°. 

Theorem 1. The simply connected domain T, bounded by algebraic 
curve of genus ,0≠ρ  is a flat model of the Riemann surface of the same 

genus. Problem D for the elliptical equation (1) with the analytical 
coefficients for domain T has at least one solution when and only when 
boundary function ( )tf  satisfies the additional conditions in the form (10). 

3. Test Problem 

Consider the domain T, bounded by the curve 

 .0,: 444 >=+ aayxL  (11) 

This domain is called a pseudo-square. The boundary of this domain L is 
an algebraic curve of degree 4, which does not have double points as shown 
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in Figure 1. It means that the genus of this curve [5] is 

( ) ( ) .32
23

2
21

=⋅=
−−

=ρ
nn  

The number ρ can be computed also by another formula [5] as the genus 
of Riemann surface .zℜ  This surface has four sheets 

 ,3,2,1,0,, 4 442 =−== π kxayyey ki
k  (12) 

it has four branch points ( ),0,2kiae π  each of them is connected to all four 

sheets. Therefore by formula 

( )∑ =+−⋅⋅=+ν−−=ρ
i

ir ,314432
1112

1  

where ( )1−ir  is the total branching of surface and ν is the number of sheets. 

Let us construct for curve (11) surface symmetries .zℜ  From equation 

(11), it is obtained in the form: 

4
44

22 ai
zz =⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ζ−+⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ζ+  

or, in the form 

 .086: 44224 =−+ζ+ζℜ azzz  (13) 

It is four-sheeted and each sheet is a branch of algebraic function =ζ  

( ),zkζ  ,4,3,2,1=k  determined by equation (13): 

 ( ) .83 442 azz +±−±=ζ  (14) 

zℜ  has two sets of the branch points of the second degree: 

(1) 4 branch points in the internal square root on (14), 

( )
;3,2,1,0,4

12
==

π+
kaez

ik

k  
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these are the roots of equation ;044 =+ az  each of kz  lies on two branch 

points ( ),~, kkz ζ±  in this case by (14), ;03~ 22 =+ζ kk z  

(2) 4 branch points in the external square roots ( ),0,~
lz  ,3,2,1,0=l  

which lz~  are the roots of the equation 

( ) 44442 8083 azazz =⇒=+±−  

have the values 

.3,2,1,0,
2

28~ 2
4

24 === ππ leaeaz lili
l  

To determine on zℜ  the cuts between the branch points and its 

connection diagram sheets, let us apply the well-known method. All the 
points kz  and lz~  on the complex plane z are connected by a simple piecewise-

smooth line σ, that tends to infinity as is shown in Figure 2. Here σ begins 
from the point ,0z  and passes through others in the sequence as follows: 

.,~,,~,,~,,~, 03322110 ∞zzzzzzzz  

We assume that, the orientation on σ corresponds to these location points 

and if the plane z was cut at σ, then “+” side +σ  will be on the left, and “–” 

side of −σ  on the right. To determine, how the sheets zℜ  are connected by 

the line σ on the interval [ ],~, 10 zz  it is necessary to fix some arrangement for 

sheets zℜ  to the left of the interval [ ]10
~, zz  (we can say that on its left side 

[ ] )~, 10
+zz  and then by going around the point 0z  go to its right side [ ] ,~, 10

−zz  

making sure, in this case that the moving around changes branches ( )zjζ  of 

algebraic function (14). 

By determining the connection diagrams of sheets zℜ  on the interval 

[ ] σ⊂11,~ zz  transition +σ  to −σ  corresponds around the two branch points 

0z  and .~
1z  If the interval [ ] σ⊂21

~, zz  is considered, then during the transfer 

of +σ  to ,−σ  it is necessary to bypass the three points .,~, 110 zzz  
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As the characteristics of branches ( )zjζ  around the branch points are 

used, the substitution scheme becomes 

.
4321

4321
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

αααα
 

We allow the comparison of numbers of two lines under each other to 
judge the transition from one branch to another. To summarize description of 
the study, we do not use the substitutions system in this example. We write 
the table 

 

( )
( )
( )
( ) 4

3
2
1

4

3

2

1

−−ζ

+−ζ

++ζ

−+ζ

z
z
z
z

 (15) 

indicating that the branches ( ),zjζ  4,3,2,1=j  of the algebraic function 

(13) fixed somehow in the radicals (14) differ from each other by a 
combination of signs in front of these radicals and the sheets zℜ  to bypass 

0z  have numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 from top to bottom. In this case the sheet with the 

number j is filled with value branches ( ).zjζ  From 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),3210
44 zzzzzzzzaz −−−−=+  

it is evident that the circuit around any of the points kz  changes sign before 

the radical, and hence this approach in table (15) corresponds to a change of 
each sign of the second column. From the power series expansion in the 
neighborhood of any point 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,0,~~83 ,1
2

,2,1
442 ≠+−+−=+±− ±±±

lllll dzzdzzdazz  

it follows that to circuit around any of the points lz~  in table (15) corresponds 

change in each sign of the first column. On this basis, the circuits around 
point ,0z  two points 0z  and ,~

1z  and three points ,0z  1
~z  and 1z  can be 
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described by the corresponding columns of the signs, obtained from the 
columns of table (15) and the corresponding variable. 

  
Figure 1 Figure 2 

 
Figure 3 

 
Figure 4 
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In Figure 3, we displayed all pairs of the columns of signs, which 
characterize entire system of the circuits of branch points. The first row must 
be bypassed from right to left, and the second-from left to right, in 
accordance with the position of branch points on σ. Below between each pair 
of the columns of signs is indicated the branch point, circuit around which 
was completed. 

As soon as all identical pairs of signs in the different columns in Figure 3 
were connected by continuous line, we get a graphical representation of 
scheme connections sheets zℜ  over all branch points at the same time. 

On the basis of obtained scheme we find that on ∞=z  there are no 
branch points. The same conclusion can be derived on the basis of the 
formula (14), which we obtain as 

.83883limlim 4

4
±−±=+±−±=ζ

∞→∞→ z
a

z zz
 

These four different limit values indicate, that on ∞=z  lie four different 
points. 

Schema described in Figure 3 helps to choose the system of cuts between 
branch points in the model surface .zℜ  It is possible to save the cuts in a 

polygonal chain σ and when the coasts of cuts on all four sheets are 
connected together by the schema, we get four-sheeted surface zℜ  by two 

lines of transition from sheet to sheet on the broken [ ]2110
~,,~, zzzz  and 

[ ].~,,~, 0332 zzzz  The scheme of this model zℜ  is shown in Figure 2. 

In accordance with the same schema cuts on all sheets can be carried out 
on the rectilinear rays [ ]∞,kz  and [ ] 3,2,1,0,,,~ =∞ lkzl  connected by the 

already known schemes. This model zℜ  is more symmetric and easily drawn 

in imagination. Its scheme is shown in Figure 4. 

Now let us see the way the line zL  lies on .zℜ  

Using Figure 4, when the point z runs by the side of pseudo-square 
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[ ],, 03 zz  the  point ( )( )zz 1, ζ  on the upper sheet zℜ  describes the same arc, 

which lies above [ ] ., 03 Lzz ⊂  The side [ ] Lzz ⊂10,  is obtained from [ ]03, zz  

on rotation by an angle 2π  around the origin. On the basis of adopted fix 

branches, we have 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).8383 2
442442

1 ziazziazziz ζ=++−=+−=ζ  

It means that point ( )( ) ( )( )iziziziz 21 ,, ζ=ζ  describes the second sheet 

zℜ  arc with the projection [ ] ., 10 Lzz ⊂  The remaining two sides [ ]21, zz  

L⊂  and [ ]32, zz  that turn at angles π and 23π  are obtained to lie on 

[ ]., 10 zz  But if we consider that to happen, then 

( ) ( ) ( ),411 zzz ζ−=ζ=−ζ  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).3211 ziziiziz ζ−=ζ=ζ=−ζ  

Thus the points ( )( ) ( )( )zzzz −ζ−−=−ζ− 41 ,,  and ( )( ) ( ,, 1 iziziz −=−ζ−  

( ))zi 3ζ−  describe, respectively, arcs on the fourth and third sheets ,zℜ  that 

lie over the sides of pseudo-square [ ]21, zz  and [ ]., 32 zz  As a result closed 

curve ,1
zL  located on all four sheets is obtained to lie on .zℜ  This one of the 

symmetry lines on ,zℜ  for which zℜ  dissymmetric. If we trace the motion 

of points ( )( ),, 2 zz ζ  ( )( )zz 3, ζ  and ( )( )zz 4, ζ  on zℜ  by the same way with 

the complete circuit of the point z of the boundary of pseudo-square L, then 

we get three more closed lines 432 ,, zzz LLL  each of which is also located on all 

the four sheet zℜ  and is the line of symmetry .zℜ  Obviously, these four lines 

are obtained from one other by the birational transformations 

( ) .3,2,1,0,, 22 =ππ kweze kiki  

Lines ,,,, 4321
zzzz LLLL  intersecting at the branch points, on each sheet cut 

out the domain in the form of a pseudo-square. Any of these domains can be 
taken to be an image .zT  
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